Multiple parton interactions are typically implemented in Montecarlo codes by assuming a Poissonian distribution of collisions with average number depending on the impact parameter. A possible generalization, which links the process to hadronic diffraction, is shortly discussed.
where p c t is a cutoff introduced to distinguish hard and soft parton collisions and β the hadronic impact parameter. The expression allows a simple geometrical interpretation, given the large momentum exchange which localizes the partonic interaction inside the overlap volume of the two hadrons.
Neglecting all correlations in the multi-parton distributions, the inclusive cross section for a double parton scattering σ D is analogously given by
which may be readily generalized to the case of the inclusive cross section for N -parton scatterings σ N :
The cross sections are divergent for p c t → 0. The unitarity problem is solved by normalizing the integrand which, being dimensionless, may be understood as the probability to have a N th parton collision process in a inelastic event:
here P N (β) the probability of having N parton collisions in a hadronic interaction at impact parameter β. By summing all probabilities one obtains the hard cross section σ hard , namely the contribution to the inelastic cross section due to all events with at least one parton collision with momentum transfer greater than the cutoff p c t :
Notice that σ hard is finite in the infrared limit, which allows to express the inelastic cross section as σ inel = σ sof t + σ hard with σ sof t the soft contribution, the two terms σ sof t and σ hard being defined through the cutoff in the momentum exchanged at parton level, p c t . An important property is that the single parton scattering inclusive cross section is related to the average number of parton collisions. One has:
and more in general one may write:
One should stress that the relations between σ S and N and between 
The multi-channel Poissonian model
An implicit assumption in the Poissonian model is that the hadron density is the same in each interaction. On the other hand the hadron is a dynamical system, which fluctuates in different configurations in a time of the order of the hadron scale, much longer as compared with the time of a hard interaction. Interactions may hence take place while hadrons occupy various configurations, even significantly different as compared with the average hadronic configuration. A measure of the size of the phenomenon is given by hadronic diffraction.
The multichannel eikonal model [6] allows a simple description of hadronic diffraction. In the multichannel model the hadron state ψ h is represented as a superposition of eigenstates φ i of the Tmatrix, while the interaction is described by eikonalized multi-Pomeron exchanges.
The eigenstates of the T -matrix can only be absorbed or scatter elastically and the cross sections of the physically observed states ψ h can be expressed by the combinations of the cross sections between the eigenstates φ i and φ j as shown below:
In a single Pomeron exchange, one may distinguish between hard and soft inelastic interactions, according with the presence or absence of large p t partons in the final state. One may thus write:
where the labels J or S correspond to the presence or absence of large p t partons in the final state. One hence obtains the following expression of the hard cross section [7] :
which, being a superposition of Poissonians, represents the natural generalization of the result of the simplest Poissonian model.
The easiest implementation of the multi-channel eikonal model is in the case of two eigenstates:
One obtains:
while the N -parton scattering inclusive cross section σ N is given by:
where F ij are the superpositions of the parton densities of the different eigenstates φ i and φ j . The case of gaussian parton densities is particularly simple. One has
One may take for the radii of the two parton densities R 2 1 = R 2 /2 and R 2 2 = 3R 2 /2, in such a way that R 2 is the average hadron size. With this choice the variance of the distribution is ω σ = 1/4, in agreement with the analysis of [8] . The explicit expression of the inclusive cross section σ N is: with the same weight. When N grows the contribution of the overlap between the most compact and dense configurations becomes increasingly important and, for N =5, it acconts for almost 90% of the cross section.
Notice that the result obtained in the multi-channel eikonal model is very different with respect to the result obtained when terms with various transverse sizes are introduced directlly in the hadronic parton density of the simplest Poissonian model. In PYTHIA [2] [9] the hadron density is represented by the sum of two gaussians with same weight and different size. The overlap function is hence given by
where F ij are given by Eq.14, with R 1 and R 2 the radii of the two gaussians used to construct the actual hadronic parton density. The resulting expression of the inclusive cross sections is
which should be compared with the inclusive cross section derived in the two-states eikonal model (expression in Eq.13).
In the present note it has been shown how the importance of small size hadronic configurations is emphasized by geometry in the multi-parton inclusive cross sections σ N at large N . Here one has assumed that the transverse fluctuations of the hadron do not affect its parton content. In the two-states-model of hadronic diffraction one needs however to enhance the strength of the Pomeron coupling between diffractive eigenstates with small radii, in order to fit the available data on elastic, inelastic, single and double diffractive cross sections [10] , which corresponds to an increase of the parton content when the hadron occupies a configuration with small transverse size. In the analysis [8] hadronic diffraction is on the contrary fitted in a model where the number of partons decreases when the hadron occupies small size configurations. While in the former case the enhanced role of small transverse size configurations in multiparton collisions is amplified [7] , in the latter it is on the contrary reduced [11] .
The study of hadronic diffraction and of multiparton scatterings at the LHC may hence provide non trivial informations on the correlation between the parton content of the hadron and its transverse size. In addition to the measurements of hadronic diffraction and of multi-jets cross sections in hadronhadron collisions, an important handle, to gain a better insight into this aspect of the hadron structure, may be represented by the measurement of multi-jets cross sections in hadron-nucleus collisions, where a model independent separation of the longitudinal and transverse parton correlations is, in principle, possible [12] .
